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Preface
A number of the premises within the employment area north of Springfield Way, Anlaby have
become disused and there have been a number of enquiries about redevelopment proposals.
As at 31st December, 1999 premises which are vacant or which are the subject of current
planning applications for non-industrial uses, or which are known to be likely to be proposed
for alternative use in the near future, amount to approximately 50% (by area) of the whole
site. It is appropriate, therefore, for the Council to consider its position with regard to the
future of this area.
These guidelines set out the background to the area, summarise the principal relevant
development plan policies and aim to set out the Council's general planning approach to
future development in the area, within the context of which individual applications for
planning permission will be considered.

The Council's Planning, Environment and Technical Services Committee approved the
guidelines on 9 March 2000 (minute 3101/00 refers).
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1

Introduction

1.1

The subject area north of Springfield Way, Anlaby was allocated for industrial
purposes in the 1960 East Riding Development Plan to provide employment
opportunities for the planned developments in Anlaby. A route for a new road was
identified, with a strip between the industrial land and the road reserved as Public
Open Space.

1.2

The area was developed as planned over the 1960's, including: a number of large
industrial premises on the industrial area; Springfield Way; large areas of residential
development to the north and south of Hull Road, west of Wolfreton Road and
elsewhere in the area, and; a landscaped strip between Springfield Way and the
industrial development.

2

The Site and its surroundings (see plan 1)

2.1

The site is bounded to the south by Springfield Way, which provides a district
distributor highway link to the Primary Road Network. Access to the various
premises is gained via a service road that runs parallel to Springfield Way, which is
connected to it at the site's western and eastern ends.

2.2

To the south of Springfield Way are residential areas and beyond, on Hull Road, the
Anlaby Central Shopping Area. To the west is residential development served by a
series of cul-de-sacs off Wolfreton Road.

2.3

A former railway embankment runs along the northern boundary of the site, but this
has been removed in parts. To the north of the embankment are allotments and
playing fields. To the east are further playing fields and a church.

3

Existing Land Uses (see plan 2)

3.1

Although the original intention in the 1960’s was to develop the site principally for
industrial uses, its character has changed gradually over the years and is now mixed. A
watercourse (partly culverted) crosses the site in a north-south direction and divides it
into two approximately equal parts, which are different in nature. To the west, the area
is divided into three large sites which are, from west to east:
• the ambulance station, which is still in use, but which is to be replaced by smaller
premises elsewhere,
• a ‘Morrison’s’ supermarket (approved in September 1993), and
• Harlands printers; a B1/B2 industrial use where the Council has recently approved
in principle redevelopment for partly B1/B2 uses and partly as non food retail uses
(less than 2500 m2)

3.2

To the east, the site comprises 11 premises which vary considerably in size, but which
are generally smaller than those to the west. Of these, four are in industrial (or
industrially-related) uses, two are builder’s merchants selling direct to the public, one is
in office use, one is a coach depot, and three are vacant (although one is subject of a
planning consent, which will secure its continued industrial use). Four of these are
served by a cul-de-sac access from the main service road.
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4

Policy Background

Strategic Planning1
4.1

Strategic planning policy is set out in the 1987 Humberside Structure Plan (as Altered
in 1993). That Plan places a high priority on the provision of land for new economic
development and the creation of jobs (policy E1).

4.2

Policy E3 directs industrial and commercial development (outside of the strategic
locations identified in Policy E2) in accordance with the strategic settlement hierarchy.
The Hull Urban Area is defined as a major employment centre where proposals for
industry and commerce will normally be permitted.

4.3

Structure Plan Policy S9 defines the Hull Urban Area as all land within the City of
Kingston upon Hull and the built-up areas of Hessle, Anlaby/Willerby/ Kirkella and
Cottingham. The site lies within the defined built-up area of Anlaby (see paragraph
4.5 below) and is therefore within the Hull Urban Area.

4.4

Paragraph 5.30 of the Explanatory Memorandum confirms that all land outside the
development limits of the Urban Area is to be treated as open countryside.

Local Planning2
4.5

Local Plan policy is set out in the Beverley Borough Local Plan which was adopted in
June 1996. Policy E2 of that Plan defines the development limit for Anlaby and also
confirms that all land lying outside of the development limits will be treated as open
countryside.

4.6

The site lies within the development limit as defined by policy E2, but is without any
specific designation (see plan 3). Policy P1 states that the existing uses of land in such
undesignated areas are intended to remain largely undisturbed, but where proposals
for change do arise they will be assessed against the development plan having regard
to any other material planning considerations.

4.7

Most of the line of the railway embankment is designated as an 'Area of Amenity or
Character Importance' under Local Plan policy E6. This designation recognises the
important function the embankment and the vegetation on its alignment performs in
screening the visual effects of the employment development on the open character
and appearance of the areas that lie to the north.

4.8

The allotments and playing fields to the north of the site are designated under Local
Plan policies L8 and L5 respectively and the playing fields to the east are also
designated under Local Plan policy L5.

4.9

Each of these E6, L5 and L8 designations and the area of the church fall outside the
development limit as defined in the Local Plan and are therefore in an area where
Policy E3 would apply. They all also form part of the defined 'Open Area of Local
Importance' around the Springhead Pumping Station under Local Plan policy E5. No

1
2

See Appendix 2 for the text of relevant Structure Plan policies.
See Appendix 1 for the text of relevant Local Plan policies.
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development is permitted in this Open Area designation unless it is of an open
nature3.
4.10

The site is an existing employment area. Policy In8 states that proposals to develop
employment sites or premises for other uses will be approved only if it can be
reasonably demonstrated that employment use of the site is no longer practicable or
has caused justifiable complaint. In either instance it would be necessary to
demonstrate that an adequate supply of available employment sites or premises exists
in the locality to meet projected need during the plan period.

4.11

There is no evidence that any of the uses on the site have caused such nuisance in the
past which would give justifiable cause for the uses to be redeveloped for alternative
purposes. Indeed, with the exception of the western boundary, the site does not abut
other occupied property thereby affording a degree of isolation from potentially
conflicting land uses.

4.12

There is also nothing to suggest that employment use of the site is no longer
practicable. The site is laid out to relatively modern standards with sizeable plots and
good access. Many of the premises within the site are in excess of 50,000 sq ft, which
have been used for manufacturing, storage and distribution uses. However the current
demand for storage and distribution uses to be easily accessible from the main trunk
road network has, no doubt, contributed to the disuse of some of the large warehouse
premises.

4.13

The Council's Economic Development Manager is concerned about the current
availability of employment land in the Anlaby vicinity, but recognises that, apart from
the recent application (see paragraph 3.2 above), demand for the presently vacant
premises has not materialised. Their size and the modern requirements for storage
and distribution premises, as mentioned above, has undoubtedly limited the demand
for their reuse.

Transport Planning4
4.14

The East Riding of Yorkshire Council’s Provisional Local Transport Plan (LTP) was
submitted to government on 30 July 1999. The Plan outlines the Council’s Integrated
Transport Strategy and transport policies.

4.15

Policy T2 sets a hierarchy of transport modes, which reflect the priorities of
investment.

4.16

Policies W1 and W2 state the need to develop pedestrian links in urban areas and to
ensure pedestrian need is considered as part of the development process.

4.17

The need to integrate walking and public transport facilities is included in Policies W5
and PT18, with specific requirements for the mobility impaired being considered.

3

Uses of an 'open nature' are defined as those which require extensive areas of land around them to
accommodate the activity or use and which retain the open character of the land. They should not be
significantly different in appearance from farm or park land, with very few buildings ancillary to the main
development.
4
See Appendix 3 for the text of the Local Transport Plan policies.
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4.18

Cycling and cycle access is of primary importance and policies C1, C2 and C4 outline
the basic requirements for cycle access and parking provision. Policy C6 encourages
employers to develop cycle-friendly initiatives.

4.19

Public transport access and provision should be considered as part of any new
development. Policies PT13, PT14 and PT15 provide guidance on what is expected.

5.

Future Development Proposals

Land Use
5.1

The Council’s preferred option is that sites which come forward for re-use or
redevelopment are retained in employment uses within use classes B1, B2 or B8 in
accordance with policies P1 and In8 of the Beverley Borough Local Plan. Planning
applications for alternative uses will need to be justified in the terms set out in
paragraph 4.10 of these guidelines, although the Council will take account of other
material considerations in coming to a decision.

5.2

Re-use of existing sites and buildings for B1, B2 and B8 purposes may not require
planning permission depending upon existing use and the extent of new building
works. Where planning permission is required for such uses, the Council will carefully
consider the likely environmental effects of the proposed uses and the likely impact on
the amenity of residents and other people employed in the locality. These factors will
be taken into account as material considerations in determining planning applications.

5.3

Planning applications for any retail use of land, whether new proposals or extensions
to existing premises that exceed 2500m2 of gross retail floorspace either individually or
in conjunction with existing commitments, will need to be accompanied by a retail
impact assessment which demonstrates:
(a)
(b)
(c)

that there is a need in the locality for additional retail floorspace,
that a sequential approach has been adopted to the consideration of the site as
a retail location and there are no suitable alternative sites available, and
that the proposal will not have a detrimental effect on the vitality and viability
of existing town centres and local shopping centres (including Anlaby, Anlaby
Common, Willerby, Cottingham, Hessle and centres within the City of
Kingston upon Hull).

Vehicular/Pedestrian/Cycle Access and Movement
5.4

The site is within the “Urban Area” and close to residential areas in Anlaby, Willerby,
Kirkella and the City. It lends itself to access by pedestrians, cyclists and those using
public transport. A segregated footpath/cycle track runs along Springfield Way and
there are footpath routes into the residential area to the south, which link with the bus
routes along Hull Road, Anlaby. There are, however, no bus services that run along
Springfield Way. It is important that these modes of transport are maximised at the
expense of increased use of the private car.

5.5

Applicants will be required to demonstrate how they have addressed the issue of
accessibility and encouragement of these modes as part of their planning application.
On-site car parking provision will need to be sufficient without encouraging private
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car use over other available modes of transport. Current Government guidance and
standards will be applied.
5.6

Proposed uses which will lead to significant access by the general public and/or
significant traffic generation must be accompanied by a Transport Assessment which
relates proposed traffic movements to existing and projected traffic flows within the
local highway network. Where a Transport Assessment identifies problems that
require within-highway works to resolve, then the developer will be expected to
provide these works as a requirement of planning permission.

Layout and Design
5.7

The site is currently laid out in accordance with very simple design principles. Most
premises are on plots that front directly onto the service access road and take vehicular
and pedestrian access from that road. A small number of plots are in a ‘backland’
position served from a single cul-de-sac. The remaining sections of the railway
embankment form an important structural element that separates the site from the
open recreational land to the north.

5.8

The design of individual buildings varies considerably depending upon their function,
although there is nothing higher than 2½ storeys and there is a preponderance of brick
finishes, particularly fronting Springfield Way.
Some buildings have car
parking/servicing to the front (south) and on other sites it is behind the buildings.

5.9

The Council recognises that the design of individual buildings will reflect their
purpose. However, the design must also recognise the prominent location of the site
close to residential areas and must be of a sufficiently high standard. It is unlikely that
buildings of a greater height than those already on this site will be permitted. The
Council prefer the use of brick and tile as the main building materials, particularly for
buildings fronting south onto the service road, although carefully chosen alternative
materials will be given due consideration.

5.10

The Council will expect applicants to have regard to the layout and visual appearance
of the area where demolition and/or new buildings are proposed. Applicants will be
expected to maintain the basic layout of the site, although individual plots may be
amalgamated or sub-divided. The service road must be maintained as the principal
means of vehicular access and the Council will not support new access positions direct
to Springfield Way.

Landscaping
5.11

Landscaping takes the form of ornamental planting in the grass verge which separates
the service road from Springfield way, and more limited tree planting on the frontage,
within individual sites. There are visually important trees on the ‘Harlands’ site, which
are covered by a recent Tree Preservation Order, and on the frontage of the ‘Cattles’
site, but there is little tree cover elsewhere. There is some shrub cover along the
railway embankment and along the banks of the watercourse.

5.12

Existing trees and planted areas should be retained as far as possible. Development
proposals should include proposals for additional planting, especially along the
southern frontage of the site and to supplement existing cover along the northern
boundary. Where car parking/service areas are proposed forward of the buildings
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fronting the service road, integral landscaping proposals will be expected to form part
of the planning application.

Flood defence
5.13

The site lies on the outside edge of an area identified by the Environment Agency's
1999 Indicative Floodplain Maps as at risk from tidal flooding. The Agency therefore
recommends that any new development on the site should have floor levels 300mm
above existing ground level or 300mm above adjacent road frontage level whichever is
the higher.

Services
5.14

Details of contacts for utilities and service providers are set out in Appendix 4.
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Appendix 1
Relevant Beverley Borough Local Plan policies
General policies:
Policy P1

In areas shown without specific notation on the Proposals Map, the existing
uses of land are intended to remain largely undisturbed. Where there are
proposals for change, development proposals will be assessed against the
development plan having regard to any other material considerations and
interests of acknowledged importance.

Policy P2

All development proposals will be expected to take full account of the need to
protect the environment so that present day needs do not compromise the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

Employment policies:
Policy In3

The Council will monitor the availability of sites in existing employment areas
and the sites allocated under In1 and In2 to ensure an adequate amount and
variety of available industrial land is maintained. The Council will consider the
need to make further allocations of land for industrial purposes to meet any
shortfall as part of its annual monitoring exercise of this Plan.

Policy In8

Proposals to develop employment sites or premises for other uses will be
approved only if it can be reasonably demonstrated that employment use of
the site is no longer practicable or has caused justifiable complaint and in
either case if an adequate supply of available employment sites or premises
exists in the locality to meet projected need during the plan period.

Policy In9

Proposals for the expansion or redevelopment of existing employment
premises either within their existing sites or onto adjoining land will be
approved providing all of the following criteria will be met:
a) it will not have a significant adverse effect on the amenity, appearance or
character of adjacent properties or the area,
b) it will not give rise to road safety problems as a result of traffic generation
or of the inadequacy of parking or circulation space within the site,
c) it will not have an adverse effect on any areas of nature conservation
importance,
d) it will not lead to the unnecessary loss of the best and most versatile
agricultural land.

Policy In10

Development proposals for the subdivision of premises to allow their use by
small businesses will be approved providing all of the following criteria will be
met:
a) it will not have a significant adverse effect on the amenity, appearance or
character of adjacent properties or the area;
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b) it will not give rise to road safety problems as a result of traffic generation
or of the inadequacy of parking or circulation space within the site.
Policy In11

The establishment of new hazardous installations and development at existing
hazardous installations will be stringently controlled. Development proposals
in the vicinity of existing hazardous installations which will cause demonstrable
risks will not be approved. Development proposals near or involving
hazardous installations will not be determined until the Health and Safety
Executive has advised on the possible risks.

Shopping policy
PolicyS1

Proposals for large out-of-centre stores will be approved only when a location
within the Central Shopping Areas of Beverley, Cottingham or Hessle as
defined in Policy S2 is not practicable and;
a) it is demonstrated that the vitality and viability of one or more of those
centres as a whole is not likely to be seriously affected; and
b) the proposed store (i) is well situated in relation to the main road network
and would not give rise to unacceptable traffic or car parking problems and (ii)
is accessible by public transport and (iii) does not have major environmental or
other planning drawbacks.

Environment policies:
Policy E1

As a general principle, development which preserves or enhances the
Borough's natural and cultural heritage and character will be approved.

Policy E2

The development limits of the settlements in the Hull Urban Area and the
Borough's Urban Centres, Selected Settlements and Non-Selected Settlements
are those set out on the Proposals Map. Land lying outside the development
limits will be treated as Open Countryside.

Policy E3

To protect the open countryside, planning permission will not be granted for
development outside the development limits identified on the Proposals Map
other than for the purposes of agriculture, forestry, outdoor sport, cemeteries,
rural diversification, essential utility development, uses ancillary to existing
residential curtilages, or other uses appropriate to a rural area and then only if
the proposal is appropriate to a rural area and any built development is located,
designed and landscaped to minimise its visual impact.

Policy E5

To protect the special function and character of the open areas of local
importance between the built up areas of Cottingham and the City of Hull and
around the Springhead Pumping Station in Willerby, the precise boundaries of
which are shown on the Proposals Map, no development will be permitted
unless it is of an open nature.

Policy E6

Development proposals within those areas of amenity or character importance
identified on the Proposals Map will not be approved if the proposal will
adversely affect that importance.
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Policy E14

All development proposals will be expected to ensure that their effects upon
wildlife, natural history, geomorphological and geological features and
resources are taken fully into account. Where development is to be approved,
any decrease in nature conservation shall be kept to a minimum and
compensated for by equivalent habitat creation or other nature conservation
measures within the site or local area. The Local Planning Authority will seek
to use conditions on planning permissions and its relevant powers to enter into
planning obligations to achieve this where appropriate

Policy E19

Development proposals which will have a significant adverse effect on, or will
be significantly adversely affected by, the water environment, streams and
associated hedgerows will not be approved.

Development Standards policies:
Policy D1

The Council will expect the layout and design of all development proposals to
respect and contribute positively to the character of its locality. On substantial
and important sites the Council is committed to the preparation of
development briefs to provide clear guidance.

Policy D3

All development proposals will be required to include an integrated
landscaping scheme designed and implemented to a high standard. The scale
and character of the landscaping to be appropriate to the site and situation and
respect existing landscape features. Outline and full applications involving
landscaping and/or tree planting will be conditioned so that a detailed scheme
has been approved prior to the commencement of work.

Policy D4

Outline and full applications for planning permission on sites which have
existing trees and hedges will be expected to be accompanied by the following
details:
a) an accurate tree and hedge survey indicating the positions, species and
spreads of all trees and hedges within and surrounding the site (normally at
1:200 scale)
b) an accurate survey of the topography indicating existing and proposed
changes in ground level
c) the location of proposed and repositioned underground services in relation
to existing trees and hedges
d) details of tree and hedge protection measures during construction.
Where the above details are not supplied with outline planning applications the
Council will place a condition on any consent granted requiring their
submission before full consent is determined.

Policy D5

Work to trees covered by a Tree Preservation Order or within a Conservation
Area will be expected to be carried out to a high standard.

Policy D6

Development proposals will be required to provide adequate off-street carparking and servicing to meet the likely demand generated by the new
development. Such provision should be made in a manner which is convenient
and will not affect the appearance, character or amenities of the surrounding
area. In special circumstances standards may be relaxed or developers maybe
expected to enter into an agreement to secure additional parking in the vicinity.
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Policy D7

Development proposals will be expected to include provision for safe,
convenient and pleasant pedestrian movement by the provision of carefully
positioned and well designed routes.

Policy D8

Development proposals for the erection of new buildings or the change of use,
alteration or extension of existing buildings to which the public will be
admitted on payment or otherwise will be required to include provision for
access to that building by the disabled, elderly people and people with toddlers
or infants in pushchairs.

Policy D15

Applications for express consent for the display of advertisements outside
Conservation Areas will be approved provided that:
a) the proposal does not detract from the amenities of the locality
b) the display is of appropriate size, positioning, materials, fixings, colours,
height above ground and extent of projection
c) the display will not create conditions likely to be harmful to public safety.

Policy D18

Development proposals will only be approved if they include satisfactory
arrangements for disposing of foul and surface water discharges. Where
satisfactory arrangements are not available then proposals may be approved
subject to the submission of a satisfactory scheme and its implementation
before the development is brought into use.

Policy D19

Development proposals which on the basis of published information available
at the date of the application and on the advice of the NRA will pose an
unacceptable risk to the quality of groundwater will only be approved where
there is an over-riding need for the development and the proposal contains
measures designed to minimise the risk to the quality of groundwater.

Policy D20

Development proposals which increase the requirement for water in areas
where water resources are inadequate will only be approved where there is an
over-riding need for the development or where water resources will be
provided in time to serve the development and without significant detriment
to existing abstractions, to water quality, fisheries, amenity or to nature
conservation.

Policy D22

Development proposals will be expected to minimise the opportunities for
crime. The Police Authority will be consulted on the crime prevention aspects
of substantial developments.

Policy D24

Development proposals will be approved provided that the effect of any noise
generated by that development or the effect of any existing or expected noise
source on that development is acceptable. Where necessary approval will be
granted subject to conditions or the applicant will be expected to enter into a
planning obligation.
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Appendix 2
Relevant Structure Plan policies
Economy policies:
Policy E1

A high priority will be given to the provision of land for new economic
development and the creation of jobs.

Policy E3

Outside the locations listed under Policy E2 industrial and commercial
development will take place on smaller sites in accordance with the following
guidelines, providing there are no unacceptable transport or environmental
problems.
(i)
The Hull, Grimsby/Cleethorpes and Scunthorpe Urban Areas defined
in Policies S9-S11 are the major employment centres and proposals for
industry and commerce will normally be permitted subject to the retention of
important open areas as indicated by Policies S9 and S10.

Policy E8

Special emphasis will be placed on the economic and physical regeneration of
the older industrial and commercial areas, including where appropriate:
(a) the reclamation and bringing into use of derelict, despoiled or vacant land;
(b) the construction of new premises;
(c) the redevelopment, conversion or modernisation of existing inadequate
premises;
(d) environmental improvements;
(e) the improvement of traffic circulation, access and parking facilities.

Policy E9

Office development will normally be permitted in existing commercial centres
providing it is of a scale and type appropriate to the location. Major office
development will therefore normally only be appropriate in the centres of the
main urban areas and the larger urban centres, as defined in Policies S9-S13.
Out-of-centre office development will normally only be permitted:
(a) where it is ancillary to an industrial undertaking; or
(b) in special circumstances where for operational reasons an out-of-centre
location is more appropriate and there are no overriding planning objections.

Settlement policies:
Policy S14

The local authorities will encourage the improvement of existing shopping
centres, including, where suitable, the number, size and range of shops,
environmental aspects, car parking and traffic management. The improvement
of existing shopping centres in inner areas will be encouraged so as to
contribute to inner area regeneration.

Policy S15

Proposals for shopping will normally be approved within established shopping
centres provided that the scale of development is compatible with the size and
character of the centre, having regard to the following hierarchy.
Regional Centre: Hull City Centre
The Centres of the Major Urban Areas: Grimsby and Scunthorpe.
The Centres of Other Towns: The Central Shopping Areas of: Beverley,
Cottingham, Hessle (and others outside the District)
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District Centres: Bransholme, Hessle Road, Holderness Road, in Hull; and
Ashby High Street in Scunthorpe.
Large stores will normally only be approved within these centres. Proposals
for small scale shopping facilities in built-up areas to meet a local need which
cannot reasonably be met by development within an established centre will
normally be permitted. Shopping development will not be approved if it is
likely to have unacceptable effects on the level of shopping facilities and
services in established centres.
Policy S16

Large out-of-centre stores will only be permitted when a location within an
existing shopping centre defined in Policy S15 is not practicable and;
(a) the vitality and viability of one or more of those centres as a whole is not
likely to be seriously affected; and
(b) the proposed store (i) is well situated in relation to the main road network
and would not give rise to unacceptable traffic or car parking problems (ii) is
accessible by public transport and (iii) does not have major environmental or
other planning drawbacks.

Transport policies:
Policy T1

Major new development will normally be located where it makes the best use
of the existing and programmed transport system, provided there are no other
overriding planning objections.

Policy T16

Adequate car parking will be provided by the developer to cater for the needs
of new development unless local guidelines restrict parking provision.

Policy T17

The design of new development will ensure optimum ease and safety of
movement for pedestrians, cyclists and the disabled. In existing built-up areas
facilities will be provided as part of traffic management measures and where
problems and opportunities arise. The provision of segregated cycle routes
and parking facilities for cycles will be encouraged in new development. In
existing built-up areas cycle routes will be investigated and opportunities taken
where practicable.

Environment policies:
Policy En1

Proposals for development will be considered with a view to minimising
adverse effects on the environment whilst making the best use of the County's
environmental resources.

Policy En5

The conservation and enhancement of the landscape will be encouraged and
promoted. Areas defined as Heritage Coast (as at Flamborough) or designated
as Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) (as on the Lincolnshire
Wolds) will be protected: development that would adversely affect such
nationally recognised areas, or that would conflict with the appearance of other
areas of landscape importance, will not normally be permitted.
Encouragement will be given to conserving trees, hedgerows and existing
woodlands, and to new planting and other landscape improvements.
Significant new developments, particularly those on the fringes of settlements
or in the open countryside, will be required to include substantial and suitable
landscaping.
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Policy En18 Recreation facilities will normally be permitted within built-up areas. If there
are no suitable sites there and the proposals are of an open nature they will
normally be considered sympathetically in locations on the fringes of the builtup areas. Recreation facilities of a scale and type which cannot reasonably be
located in, or on the fringes of, built-up areas will be considered
sympathetically elsewhere if they are acceptable in terms of their effects on:
a) landscape, amenity and the general appearance of the countryside and coast;
b) environmentally important or sensitive areas, including sites of wildlife
significance;
c) surrounding land uses, especially farming and local settlements; and
d) in coastal locations, the need to maintain open stretches of coastline and
safeguard public access to it.
Particular encouragement will be given to proposals for recreation facilities
which:
a) are located where the need is greatest, especially in the inner city areas;
b) are reasonably accessible to all sections of the community, especially those
without cars;
c) will increase the range and choice of recreation in Humberside, especially by
the multiple use of resources and facilities, whilst minimising conflicts with
other recreation activities and land uses;
d) will use derelict, disused or reclaimed land or buildings or provide a suitable
afteruse for mineral workings;
e) will reduce the pressure for recreation developments on environmentally
sensitive areas.
Policy En19 The provision of formal recreational facilities to serve local communities will
generally reflect Hull's role as the regional centre of Humberside, Grimsby's
and Scunthorpe's roles as the major urban areas in South Humberside and the
hierarchy of settlements as set out in Policies S9-S13.
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Appendix 3
Relevant Local Transport Plan policies
Policy Framework policies:
Policy T2

The Council will develop transport strategies and programmes for their
implementation which reflect the following sequence of priorities between
different means of travel:
(a)

walking, cycling and equestrian;

(b)

public transport (including bus and rail services and park and ride), rail
freight, water borne transport;

(c)

essential motor vehicles (to support economic activity and where there
is no reasonable alternative), heavy goods vehicles, powered two wheel
vehicles and taxis; and

(d)

other motor vehicles.

Walking policies:
Policy W1

The East Riding of Yorkshire Council will develop and promote pedestrian
route improvements in its urban areas.

Policy W2

The East Riding of Yorkshire Council will take account of the needs of
pedestrians in all new transport and development proposals.

Policy W5

The East Riding of Yorkshire Council will support measures to integrate
walking and public transport facilities.

Cycling policies:
Policy C1

The East Riding of Yorkshire Council in partnership with others will
encourage the development of a high quality network of signed routes for
cyclists that are safe, continuous, convenient and direct.

Policy C2

The East Riding of Yorkshire Council will provide measures, wherever
possible, that improve cyclists’ safety and give greater priority, in terms of
access and journey time, over other traffic.

Policy C4

The East Riding of Yorkshire Council will encourage the provision of adequate
cycle parking facilities at all major destinations.

Policy C6

The East Riding of Yorkshire Council will encourage and develop cyclefriendly employer initiatives.
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Public Transport policies:
Policy PT13 The East Riding of Yorkshire Council will ensure that the impact of new
development proposals on existing and future public transport facilities is
properly considered.
Policy PT14 The East Riding of Yorkshire Council will provide advice on the design and
location of infrastructure related to new development proposals in order to
provide the best possible accessibility for public transport.
Policy PT15 The East Riding of Yorkshire Council will ensure that the necessary provision
will be made to enable public transport services to penetrate major areas of
new development.
Policy PT18 The East Riding of Yorkshire Council will consult operators to try to ensure
the good design and location of bus stopping points, with effective
enforcement of traffic regulations in their vicinity so that buses can stop close
to kerbs, assisting access for all passengers, but especially those with mobility
handicaps.
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Appendix 4
Services
Electricity:
Yorkshire Electricity
Customer Connections Centre
PO Box 161
161 Gelderd Street
LEEDS LS1 1QZ

Development Control & Building Control :
Development Services Manager (Beverley)
East Riding of Yorkshire Council
County Hall
Cross Street
BEVERLEY HU17 9BA

Gas:
Transco BG
24 Heworth Green
YORK
YO31 7UG

Highway Standards
Highway Control
Strategic Development Services
East Riding of Yorkshire Council
County Hall
BEVERLEY HU17 9BA

Water:
Yorkshire Water
New Supplies
Broadacre House
Vicar Lane
BRADFORD BD1 5PZ

Forward Planning & Transportation:
Economic Development, Tourism & Forward
Planning
East Riding of Yorkshire Council
County Hall
BEVERLEY HU17 9BA

Sewers/Drainage:
Yorkshire Water Services Limited
New Development Section
Clough Road
HULL HU6 7PU

Landscape Advice:
Conservation and Enforcement Manager
East Riding of Yorkshire Council
County Hall
BEVERLEY HU17 9BA

Drainage/Water Resources:
Environment Agency
Phoenix House
Global Avenue
LEEDS LS11 8PG

Telephones:
Kingston Communications
Telecom House
Carr Lane
HULL HU1 3RE
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